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The Ancient Great Wall in a New Er a

About one century after the fall of Alexander's empire which extended from
Macedonia eastward as far as the Indus river, a great empire began to merge in
the central part of China. It was the empire of Qin.

The founder of this Qin Empire who came to the throne in 221 B.C., clairned
to be the first emperor of China or, in Chinese, Shi Huangdi. It is from the word
Qin that the empire was known to the West as China. However, before the Qin
Empire China had already had a long period of historical development. The real
contribution of Qin Shi Huang is that he was the first ruler in China who created
a political system of centralized government by ending the power of the contending
feudal states. This marks the beginning of the history of imperial dynasties with
absolute power in the hands of a monarch, which lasted for more than 2,000 years
until 1911 A.D.

Beside bis political achievement, Qin Shi Huang left two materiallegacies for
the present day. One is bis tomb with the famous clay ar my discovered recently.
The other is the Great Wall.

Walls were built in China as miltary fortifications long before Qin Shi Huang's
time, but the building of the Great Wallwas attributed to Qin Shi Huang. He was
the first emperor who mobilized thousands of peasants to connect the walls
costructed by three former feudal states along their.nQrthern boundaries. In

"addition, he built new sections both at the east and the' west ends. Eventuall}" a
great long wall of thousands of miles came into existence; hence the name \2'~
Çhangcheng which means a long wall of ten thousand li, or simply the Great Wall.
Since then the Great Wall was repaired and rebuilt again and again but not entirely
along the same line. The last and most weIl preserved one was built during the
Ming Dynasty ( 1368-1644 ). Its length is estimated at 12,000 li, or 6,000 kilometers
with its east end actually making a sheer descent into the Bohai Gulf, symbolizing
the dragon's head dipping into the water. Its west end reaches as far as the north
edge of the Tibetan-Qinghai Plateau where the famous pass, Jia Yu Guan was
situated on the ancient Silk Road. The most majestic parts of this Ming Great
Wall north of Beijing have become the best vantage points where modern visitors
enjoya spectacular glimpse of this massive but ingenious engineering achievement
made by the sheerhands of man.

I do not întend to give you a full picture of the construction of the Great Wall,
which is far beyond my ability. There are quite a number of books in the West
devoted to the study of the Great Wall. The most comprehensive and readable
English language work is probably that by a colleague, Luo Zewen and bis
collaborators, Dick Wilson, Jean-Pîerre Drege and Hubert Deelahaye.

There is one point I would like to emphasize here. This is the tragic huma.n
aspect of the construction of the Great Wall in old China. This tragic nature :is
fully illustrated by the legend of the girl, Meng Jiang, who lived in the reign of
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Emperor Qin Shi Huang. Her husband, together with thousands of other peasants,
was conscripted to build the wall but few came home healthy or even lived. Meng
Jiang, being very anxious to see her husband, trudged hundreds of li northward to
the foot of the Great Wall, only to find white skeletons piled at the foot of the wall.
Her wailing and lamentations shooked the heavens, and the newly built wall
crumbled (1). The legend of the beloved Meng Liang cornes down from one of the
classical works of ancient China. There may have been no real Meng Jiang. However,
there were indeed thousands of young women having the same fate as Meng Jiang.
She has touched deeply the hearts of later generations with h~r pure and sincere
love. Even more important, the symbolism of Meng Jiang's spirit of opposition
against persecution has always inspires people under oppression.

As we look back in Chinese history, there has been no need for a long time to
rebuild the great wall to protect the central part of China. Now, with the birth
of New China, under the guidance of the socialist principle that the different
nationalities both within and beyond the Great Wall together with other nationalities
in all parts of China are united as on big family, the old dream of" all men are
brothers " has begun to be realized. As the Chinese proverb goes, the march of
hsitory has " turned armsinto silk and gold ". It has likewise changed the former

battlefield along the Great Wall into the good earth of the ~ew epoch.

The Great Wall itself, constructed with the sweat and blood, toil and effort
of innumerable peasants bas been transformed into a monument symbolizing the
renaissance of an ancient civilization. Due to this transformation, in recent years
the work of restoring and repairing the G~eat Wall at key points bas been started
with the enthusiastic support and generous contributions of many Chinese people
as weIl as friends in foreign lands.

At the same time, through recent research, some important features of the
Great Wall havebeen revealed for the first time by using modern techniques of
infrared light and remote-sensing (Z). For instance, the reallength of the Great
Wall within the administrative boundary of the Beijing Municipal Government is
6Z9 kilometers, which is far longer thanwhat bad been previously known.
Furthermore, the wall itself is by no means a single but rather a complex defe?sive
system following various topographical features, dotted with different kinds of
terraces, fortresses, passes and observation towers.. Wherever it was necessary
for a garrison, a detour wall was added to the main body. The intricacy of the design
bas never before reen mentioned in any records or discussion. Nowa full and
accurate picture, essential for the purpose of historical presentation, is revealed
to us. Beside the Ming wall, the ruined foundations of some earlier walls have also
been discovered. We hope it will be possible to extend the same kind of study to
the whole line of Ming Great Wall.

With the growing interest in the Great Wall, an association has been organized
in Beijing to sponsor research and promote education about the Great Wall. Members
of this association include th ose who have made substantial contributions either
to the study or the preservation of the Great Wall. The most active members, of
course, are the sponsors of this organization. Most of them are prominent figures
in public affairs. Honorary memberships will also be offered to for~ign fri.ends who
meet the same requirement for the Chinese members.

Furthermore, for the sake of the increasing number of visitors, at Ba Dalingj
the spot nearest to Beijing where one can get the best view of the Great wall, a
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museum is under construction. By means of essential exhibitions and visual aids
visitors, especially those who come from abroad, will be able to get a full picture
of the history and a better understanding of this great wonder of the world.

In each age, a country, a society, responds to the conditions prevailing in that
period. Ancient society in the central part of China, from before the Qin through
the Ming Dynasty, responded to the pressing need for secure defence by building
this fortification. Now it is no longer needed. Today China is responding to the
modern challenge by honoring andpreserving its history, symbolized by the Great
Wall, while it is steadily going forward to build a new society for the future.

(1) There is another version of the legend saying that a section of the wall
crumbled, exposing to Meng Jiang the bones of her husband.

(2) Zeng Zhaoming and Gu Wei, An Investigation on the Present Condition
of the Great Wall in the Beijing District, Remote-sensing Centre of the
Ministry of Geology and Mining, 1985.
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The Ancient Great Wall in a N~w Era

The Great Wall of China, one of the wonders of the world, was the outcome'
of armed struggles between nationalities in history. Thousands of peasants werl~
conscripted to build the Great Wall, of whom
lived. One is deeply moved by the story of J:..i
to the foot of the Gr eat Wa Il in search " w~~e
skeletons " piled up at the foot of the Wall. shook
the heavens, and the newly-built wall crumbled. China,
the Great Wall, which was made up of the sweat and blood and the toil and moil
of innumerable peasants, is trans;formed into amonument in honor of the new er.i,
symbolizing the solidarity and brotherhood of all nationalties in the country. nle
march of history bas, as the Chinese proverb goes, " turned arms into gems and
silk ". It bas likewise changed the former battlefields along the Great Wa Il into
good earth of the epoch. In recent years the work -of restoring and repairing the~
Great Wall at key points bas started with the enthusiastic support and generous
contributions of many Chinese people as well as foreign friends. A Great Wall
Museum is also constructed recently on the spot where people use to visit. This
concrete example will point to the new significance being attached by our new
society to priceless cultural reljcs and monuments of ancient times.
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L'ancienne Grande Muraille dans une nouvelle époque

La Grande Muraille de Chine, une des merveilles du monde est une

oeuvere historique accomplie à travers des luttes armées des diffé-

rente5 races. D'inombrable5 travailleur et pay5ans ont été appels à

participer à ces grands travaux. Peu d'entre eux fut revenu sane et

sauve! L'histoire la plus émouvante eet celle de Meng Jiang-NU. cet-

te femme apré5 avoir trouvé la Grande Muraille n'a trouvé son mari

mort au pied de la Grande Muraille. Maie le tempe de tyranie est du

passé!

Avec la nais8ance de la nouvelle Chine, La Grande Muraille qui avait

été b'tie avec autant de 8ueur que de peine est transformée mainte-

nant en monument honeur pour 8ymboliser dans cette nouvelle époque

la 8olidarité et la fraternité. Comme le dit un proverbe chinois:1'

Au lieu de s'attaquer avec armes; on fait l'écahnge du jade et de

la 8oie." En m~me temps, on ne fait plus de champ de bataille ici;

on y cultive la bonne terre.Depuis ces années, le travail restaura-

tion et de réparation avec le soutien enthousiaste et les constri-

butions généreuses du peuple chinois y compris des amis étrangers

qui aiment la Chine. Plus récemment, un musée de la Grande Muraille

a çhoisi le siége à un lieu que favorisent les touriste. Voilà que

tout semble conférer une signification à nos anciens monuments et

relics qui sont pour nous hors du temps et hors de prix.
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